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Some economic questions can be considered only within the context
of an economic model. For example, "How costly would it be (in
terms of lost jobs and output) to lower the inflation rate to zero?"

is a question that, because it is counterfactual, can only be answered by
creating an economic model that allows us to estimate the effects of
pursuing counterfact-ual economic policies. Models are not all created
equal, however, so that the answer to this question can vary widely
depending upon the characteristics of the model used to address the
question.

This article will argue that one cannot answer the above question
accurately without using a model that properly captures an important
feature of the real world: the persistence of inflation. In essence, the more
persistence inflation exhibits, the hatder monetary policy has to push on
it to bring it down. The harder monetary policy has to push, the more it
will disrupt the real economy, and the greater will be the cost associated
with disinflating.

While there is wide agreement that inflation is persistent and that
disinflations have been costly, the source of persistence and the reason for
the cost are not widely agreed upon. As will be discussed below,
persistence of inflation and the cost of disinflating may arise for several
reasons, including the inertia that wage and price contracts impart to the
inflation rate, the inertia that slowly adjusting expectations may impart to
inflation, or the inertia that imperfect credibility may impart to inflationA
This study will demonstrate the importance of persistence in a model of
inflation, and then consider each of the explanations given above.

Different sources of inflation persistence bear different implications
for the conduct of monetary policy. If disinflations are costly because the
Federal Reserve lacks credibility, then the Fed should determine whether
and how it can improve its credibility. If persistence arises from other
aspects of price-setting behavior, then monetary policy must accept the
costs of disinflation unless these behaviors change.
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I. Defining Persistence
What do economists mean when they talk about

the "persistence" of an economic variable? Persistence
refers to the tendency for a variable to stay away from
its average level for an extended period when per-
turbed.2 For example, when the unemployment rate
deviates significantly from its "natural" rate, most
economists would not expect it to return immediately.
Similarly, this study will show that historically, when
inflation has deviated from the rate that the monetary
authority desires, its return to the desired rote takes
quarters or years, not weeks or months. Failure of the
model to incorporate this "inflation persistence" can
produce misleading policy prescriptions.

The persistence of inflation in the prices of goods
and services contrasts sharply with the lack of persis-
tence in the inflation in prices of financial assets. A

leading example is the price of stocks traded on the
New York Stock Exchange. The rate of change in a
basket of stock prices, which averages out idiosyn-
cratic movements of individual stocks, shows little or
no persistence. A graphical comparison of these two
qualitatively different behaviors is displayed in Figure
1, which shows the monthly percentage changes in the
consumer price index (CPI) and the Standard & Poor’s
composite stock index. The difference in the volatility

t Blinder (1991) and Carlton (1986) provide survey evidence of
the prevalence of price and wage contracting arrangements.2 Thus, this definition assmnes the existence of an average

level. For many economic measures--the inflation rate, the unem-
ployment rate, the savings rate--this assumption may be a reason-
able approximation to reality. For others--the general price level,
the level of GDP--it is dearly false. However, even for the latter
measures, their growth rates may well tend to settle at an average
level.
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of the two series is obvious and striking. Stock prices
are about as likely to rise as to fall markedly from
month to month, regardless of which direction they
were headed last month. The CPI changes only a bit
from month to month, and the tendency for positive
(negative) changes to be followed by positive (nega-
tive) changes is pronounced.

Common-sense economic reasons can be given
for the difference in the behavior of these t~vo types
of prices. The prices of financial assets may be thought
of as the valuation that the financial markets place on

In essence, the more persistence
inflation exhibits, the harder

monetary policy has to push on it
to bring it down, and the more it

will disrupt the real economy.

the expected stream of returns to holding the asset. For
eqttities, the price will reflect the (discounted) expected
earnings that a firm will accrue over its lifetime, or the
dividends that the firm is expected to pay to share-
holders over its lifetime. Thus, the price depends on
the market’s expectations, which are free to change
from minute to minute.

In contrast, the prices of goods and services--the
prices of chicken and haircuts, for example--cannot
move as freely as the prices of financial assets. While
their prices may reflect in part the expectations of
market participants, they also depend on the cost of
inputs to production and the terms of contracts with
suppliers and buyers. The largest of the input costs for
most goods and services is the cost of labor, which
varies slowly as salaries and benefits are adjusted,
usually annually. Thus, it is unlikely that the average
level of goods and services prices, as reflected in the
CPI, for example, wilt exhibit the same flexibility as
the average level of financial asset prices.

said to exhibit a positive autocorrelation if an above-
average (below-average) reading for the variable over
the past few time periods tended to be followed by an
above-average (below-average) reading for the vari-
able in the current period. A variable is said to exhibit
negative autocorrelation when an above-average (be-
low-average) reading over the last few quarters tends
to be followed by a below-average (above-average)
reading in the current quarter. The variable exhibits
zero atttocorrelation wlien positive readings in past
quarters are not followed systemafically by either
positive or negative readings.

Thus, the autocorrelation function provides a
measure of the persistence in an economic time series.
When economic conditions push inflation away from
its average level, if it tends to stay away, then we will
see positive autocorrelation in the rate of inflation. If
instead, ~vhen economic conditions push inflation
away from its norm, it reverts immediately to its
norm, we will see no autocorrelation in the rate of
inflation.

Figure 2 displays the autocorrelation functions for
several measures of inflation over the past 25 years. As
the panels in the figure show, all of the measures of
inflation exhibit a good deal of persistence: Higher-
than-average levels of inflation over the past 1 to 12
quarters tend to be followed by higher-than-average
levels of inflation today. This appears to be a strong
qualitative feature of the inflation data, not dependent
upon the precise definition of inflation nor on the
sample period over which the autocorrelation funcfion
is computed. In contrast, the autocorrelation function
for the stock price index in the bottom panel shows
little or no significant autocorrelation; it is not very
persistent at all.

Figure 3 displays the response over time of infla-
tion to a perturbation of inflation from its average
level (for example, an oil price shock).3 AS the figure
illustrates, inflation historically has not returned
quickly to its average level in response to shocks, but
has instead remained away from its average level for
several years, only gradually returning to its resting
place.4 Tlie rate of change of stock prices, on the otlier
hand, shows no such persistence.

Measut4ng the Persistence of h~flation

One commonly used measure of the persistence
in an economic measure is its autocorrelation function.
The autocorrelation function, as its name suggests,
describes the correlation of an economic time series
with its own history. For example, a variable would be

3 The responses are computed from regressions of measures of
inflation on their own lags and a constant.

4 This simple description of hfflation does not distinguish
among different types of shocks to inflation. For example, inflation
might respond differently to a supply shock, such as a change in the
relative price of oil, than it responds to a demand shock, such as
tmexpectedly accommodative monetary policy. Note that in Figure
2, the average level to which all the inflation rates return is set
arbitrarily to zero.
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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The persistence of interactions among economic
variables may also be characterized by correlation
functions. Thus, a change in output may affect infla-
tion for several quarters after the change (a persistent
effect) or it may affect inflation only concurrently. A
series that displays persistence in its autocorrelation
function can (although it need not) exhibit a persistent
relationship with other series. Thus, an important
corollary to inflation’s own persistence is that its
relationships with other economic variables can also
exhibit persistence.

The correlations among economic series over time
display graphically the degree of persistence in rela-
tionships among economic series. Figure 4 displays
the cross-time cross-correlations among inflation, in-
terest rates, and the output gap.s The panels on the

s Inflation is defined as the four-quarter log change in the GDP
deflator. The interest rate is the three-month Treasury bill rate. The
output gap is the difference between real log per capita GDP and a
linear trend. The autocorrelations are computed from the estin~ated

diagonal in the figure are the autocorrelation functions
described above. All of the series exhibit considerable
persistence; their autocorrelations die out slowly. The
series also exhibit persistent correlations with one
another, as the off-diagonal panels in the figure show.
For example, the top right panel of the figure shows
that when the output gap was high 8 to 12 quarters
ago, inflation tends to be high today. Although no
unique interpretation exists for the correlations in the
figure, this pattern is consistent with a standard de-
scription of the monetary policy transmission mecha-
nism: The Fed wishes to lower (raise) inflation, so it
raises (lowers) interest rates, and contracts (expands)
real activity. Inflation responds gradually to the neg-
ative (positive) output gap, falling (rising) over several
years to its new, lower (higher) level.

coefficients and error covariance matrix of an unconstrained vector
autoregression. They are smoothed versions of the cross-correla-
tions computed directly from the data.
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Figure 4
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A good model of inflation, interest rates, and
output must capture (at least reasonably well) these
persistent dynamic interactions. As we will show
below, a model that misses the persistence in inflation
bears dramatically different implications for, the con-
duct of monetary policy.6

6 Note that the measures of persistence in Figures 1 and 2
assume an "average" level for each of the variables; that is, they
assume stationarity in the mean of the variables. If the variables were
not mean-stationary or nearly nonstationary (as suggested by a
number of authors), the degree of persistence that models would

H. Models of Inflation
Two contrasting models highlight the importance

of inflation inertia. The first builds no persistence into
inflation, by making inflation depend only on the
rational expectation of future inflation. The second
builds persistence into the rate of inflation by making

have to produce would be even greater. Thus, a stationary repre-
sentation of the behavior of inflation may understate the true
persistence in inflation.
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inflation depend on both expected and past inflation.
The difference in the behavior of these two models in
a disinflationary episode is striking.

A Model of Flexible Inflation

In the discussion above, freely moving asset
prices such as stock prices were contrasted with sticky
or inertial prices such as the price of an automobile.
The first model of inflation considered here implies a
very flexible rate of inflation, for essentially the same
reasons that stock prices were argued to be flexible
above. In this model, inflation depends on expected
inflation over the next period, Et’t’rt+l, and on the
"output gap," Yt, the difference between actual and
potential output:

"rrt = F~t’rrt+l + "~Yt. (1)

The flexibility of inflation in this model arises from its
dependence on the completely flexible expectation of
inflation. When the output gap changes, expectations
can adjust immediately to the new gap, so inflation
can adjust immediately. In the long run, if the output
gap is zero, inflation equals expected inflation. In the
short run, when the output gap is positive (negative),
current inflation ~vill exceed (fall short of) expected
inflation. This model is equivalent to a two-period
version of the influential overlapping wage contract
model found in Taylor (1980).7 See the box for the
relationship between these simple inflation models
and their more sophisticated counterparts.

This flexible inflation model implies rather pecu-
liar behavior during a disinflation.8 If the Federal
Reserve engineers a disinflation, it does so by pursu-
ing a contractionary monetary policy that lowers
output below potential (Yt < 0). But the flexible itfflation
model of equation (1) says that when output falls short

7 Taylor’s model made a vital contribution to the literature on
wage and price behavior. It allowed wage-setters to have rational
expectations, but it imparted significant persistence to the level of
prices. Previous models with rational expectations implied a per-
fectly flexible price level, which seemed clearly at odds with data on
prices.

a In fact, its peculiar behavior arises when one assumes that
inflation expectations are formed rationally, as the developers of the
model do. If expectations are sufficiently persistent, then tltis model
can also build in the persistence exhibited by the inflation data. This
possibility will be explored below.

9 An extended discussion of the points raised here appears in
Fuhrer and Moore (1995a), especially sections I and II.D.

10 To see this, substitute the definition of xt from the equation
(B1) (xt = 2p~ - xt_~) into equation (B2), and simplify, using ~rt = p~
- Pt-~, and 3ad~_~ = xt_~ - (l/2)(xt_2 + Et_lxt). This yields wt =
Et’t’rt+l + 3~(Yt + Yt-1). Equation (1) simplifies the y term to ~ayt. Note

The Relationship between Wage Contracting
Models and the Flexible/Persistent

Inflation Models9

The "flexible inflation" model can be derived
froln a two-period version of John Taylor’s
(1980) overlapping wage contracting model. In
that model, wage bargainers are assumed to
negotiate contracts for their nominal wage, xt,
that remain in effect for a fixed period. They set
contracts for their nominal wage so as to keep it
in line with otlier ~vage contracts currently in
effect (negotiated last period) and expected to be
in effect next period, adjusted for excess demand
conditions, Yt, in the labor market. For wage
contracts that last two periods, this can be writ-
ten as

Xt = (1/2)(Xt-1 q- EtXt+l) q- "YYt" (B1)

Prices are determined by the average level of
wage contracts in effect. For wage contracts that
last two periods, prices will be the average of last
period’s and this period’s wage contracts:

Pt = (1/2)(Xt + Xt-1)" (B2)

But equations (B1) and (B2) together imply that
the equation for inflation is equation (1).~°

Equation (4), below, may be shown to be
equivalent to a similar two-period wage con-
tracting model as well. In this model, the level of
prices is determined by equation (B2); the differ-
ence is that wage contracts are set so that the real
value of each wage contract, xt-Pt, is in line with
the real value of last period’s and next period’s
wage contract, adjusted for excess demand con-
ditions in the labor market:

xt=(1/2)[(Xt_l-Pt_l)q-Et(Xt+l-Pt+l)]q-Tyt. (B3)

Combining equations (B2) and (B3) yields equa-
tion (4), below.

None of the qualitative results presented here
depend on these simplifications. Multi-period
wage contracting models exliibit the same prop-
erties as the simple models of equations (1) and
(4).

that this model imparts tremendous persistence to the level of prices.
In fact, tltis was the original motivation behind the model: to build
a rational expectations model that did not in, ply perfectly flexible
prices. This goal is clearly achieved by the model, but it brings with
it the unintended implication of flexible inflation.

January/Februmy 1995 New England Economic Review 9



of potential, expected inflation in the next period must
exceed current inflation. This does not sound like a
disinflation. The only way for this to happen is for
inflation to jump down immediately when output falls
below potential, and then rise to its new, lower,
inflation target from below! The extreme flexibility
exhibited by inflation during the disinflationary epi-
sode illustrates its complete lack of persistence.

To display the behavior of the flexible inflation
model graphically requires a description of the behav-
ior of the output gap, which in turn depends on the
behavior of interest rates, which in turn depends on
the behavior of the Fed. A very simple characteriza-
tion of these sectors includes a monetary policy reac-
tion function. The Fed increases the federal funds rate
when inflation, wt, exceeds its target, vr*, or when the
output gap is positive (output exceeds potential):

ft --ft-1 = °~(Wt - vr*) + ~yYt. (2)

The coefficients ~ and c~,~ determine the vigor with
which policy responds to inflation and output gap
movements, respectively. Note that this description of
monetary policy puts a degree of persistence into the
federal funds rate. That is, the Fed is assumed to move
the funds rate only by changing it incrementally
relative to its level last period. While this behavior
appears to be consistent with the behavior of the funds
rate over the past 30 years, a policy of less gradual
changes in the funds rate bears somewhat different
implications for a disinflation, as will be shown below.

The Fed can raise (lower) short-term real rates,
which will raise (lower) long-term real rates, Or, which
in turn will lower (raise) output gradually below
(above) potential.11 Equation (3) depicts the final link
in this monetary transmission chain.

Yt = ~Yt-1 + [3Pt-l" (3)

The dashed line in the top panel of Figure 5
displays the path of inflation during a disinflation as
implied by the flexible inflation model. In this and all
of the following simulations, inflation and expected
inflation begin at their initial target rates of 3 percent;
the output gap begins at zero (output equals potential
output). At the beginning of the year labelled "0" on
the figure, the Fed lowers its target rate of inflation
from 3 percent to 0 percent. The inflation r~te jumps
down immediately below 0 percent and rises to it from
below. The increase in real rates, which arises not
because the funds rate rises but because the inflation

11 This description of monetary policy and its transmission to
real output follows the discussion in Fuhrer and Moore (1995b).
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rate drops precipitously, depresses output slightly.
The "recession" associated with this disinflation is
depicted in the dashed line in the bottom panel of
Figure 5. Output falls slightly below potential, return-
ing to potential after about 15 quarters.

One standard measure of the cost of a disinflation
is the "sacrifice ratio"--the percentage shortfall of
output below potential per percentage point decrease
in the inflation rate. For the disinflation simulation in
Figure 5, the flexible i~fflation model predicts a sacri-
fice ratio of 0.7, about one-sixth the size of the stan-
dard estimates presented in Gordon (1985), for exam-
ple. By increasing the emphasis on the output gap,
monetary policy can lower the sacrifice ratio to 0,
making disinflation costless.

A Model of Persistent Inflation

A different characterization of the inflation pro-
cess implies considerably more persistence in the rate
of inflation, and consequently implies considerably
higher costs to disinflating. The model assumes that

10 January/February 1995 New England Economic Review



inflation depends on expected future inflation and on
lagged inflation and on the output gap.1-~

vrt = (1/2)[vrt-1 + Etlrt+l] q- "YYt. (4)

As shown in the box, this model is equivalent to
a two-period wage contracting model that is a variant
of the Taylor (1980) model. Although both models are
based on wage contracts, they bear very different
implications for the persistence of inflation and for the
costs of disinflation. When the output gap changes in
the persistent inflation model, the rate of inflation
cannot move as freely as in the flexible inflation
model, because inflation depends both on what it was
last period, which is fixed, and on expected inflation,
which is flexible.

The difference between this specification and the
flexible inflation ’specification can be seen in the solid
lines in Figure 5, in which the same disinflation
exercise is simulated for the persistent ilfflation model
using the same description of monetary policy and the
transmission mechanism. The simulation paths for the
persistent inflation model are depicted by the solid
lines in the figure. The inflation rate falls gradually to
its new, lower target, as shown in the top panel. The
output loss associated with the disinflation is shown
in the bottom panel, and implies a sacrifice ratio of 4.1,
about six times larger than that of the flexible inflation
model and about in line with conventional estimates.
Raising the emphasis on the output gap can lower the
sacrifice ratio (as with the flexible inflation model), but
it is difficult to lower the sacrifice ratio much below
2.0, even for a very vigorous output gap response. The
difference in inflation behavior is striking, and the
increase in implied costs is substantial.

Note that the implication of the persistent infla-
tion model for the flexibility of inflation does not
depend on the exact specification of monetary policy
and its transmission mechanism. We can rewrite equa-
tion (4) in terms of the change in inflation rates:

EtAvrt+l - Avrt = "YYt.

To see the implication using only the inflation equa-
tion, consider a disinflationary episode: Monetary
policy tightens, lowering output below potential
(making Yt negative). According to equation (4), the
inflation rate will be falling, while the equation dis-
played above says that the expected change in the

12 This model is a simplified version of tlie model used
Fuhrer and Moore (1995a).
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inflation rate will be negative upon commencement of
a disinflation. Figure 5 corresponds exactly to this
description.

Figure 6 shows the extreme implications of the
flexible inflation model under a disinflation in which
the Fed places much more weight on stabilizing the
output gap. Inflation jumps immediately to its new
target, causing almost negligible disruption to output
(the sacrifice ratio is 0.18 for this disinflation). In
marked contrast, the inflation rate falls very gradually
for the persistent inflation model, and output remains
below potential for the duration of the simulation. The
sacrifice ratio for the persistent inflation model is 1.8,
ten times the size of the sacrifice ratio predicted by the
flexible inflation model.

Finally, consider the effect on the estimated sac-
rifice ratio of removing the assumption that the Fed
moves the funds rate incrementally. Suppose that the
Fed were to move the federal funds rate more
abruptly in response to deviations of its ultimate goals
from their target values. Thus, it would alter the level
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Figure 7
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of the funds rate witliout regard for its level in tlie
previous period. A simple representation of this be-
havior is

ft = f* + c~(vrf- ~*) + ~jYt. (5)

When inflation reaches its target and output equals
potential, the funds rate settles to its "equilibrium" or
natural resting place, f*.13

Figure 7 depicts the disinflation simulations for
modest policy responses using equation (5) to describe
monetary policy. As the figure shows, the disinflation
still incurs significant costs according to the persistent
inflation model; the sacrifice ratio for this disinflation
is about 2. For the flexible inflation model, however,
the costs of disinflation completely disappear. The
sacrifice ratio is exactly zero. Thus, the only reason for
a nonzero sacrifice ratio in the flexible inflation model
simulations above is that policy chooses to move the
funds rate gradually. Removing this constraint makes
inflation literally costless.

Figures 5 to 7 also show what the two models
predict about the correlations between the inflation
rate and other variables in the system. The correlations
observed in the data are displayed in Figure 4. The
dashed lines in Figures 5 to 7 suggest virtually no
persistence in the correlations between inflation and
the output gap, whereas the data show a long-lived
positive correlation. Figure 7 in particular shows that
inflation and the output gap move instantaneously
from one resting point to another, with no transition
time. This clearly stands at odds with the data on
inflation and output.

Thus, the different characterizations of the behav-
ior of hfflation can have dramatic implications for the
persistence of i~fflation and for the costs of disinflating.
The notion that disinflation could be achieved with no
disruption to the real economy stands in stark contrast
to the experience of all economies arotmd the world
(see Ball 1994). One explanation for the high cost of
disinflation is that the rate of inflation is persistent,
and its persistence arises because of the way in which
laborers and firms engage in multi-period wage and
price contracts.

IlL Other Explanations for
Costly Disinflation

Other explanations have been offered for the
apparent costliness of disinflating. Two leading theo-
ries are as follows: (1) The flexible inflation model of
equation (1) is correct, but price-setters’ expectations
exhibit more persistence than that model would im-
ply; and (2) The flexible inflation model is correct, but
the disinflations that have been conducted historically
have not been credible, so that price setters did not

13 In most descriptions of the economy, f* would equal the
equilibrium real interest rate plus the inflation target, ~*. Thus
implemeuting this policy would, in principle, require knowledge of
the equilibrium real interest rate for the economy. The lack of such
knowledge is probably one reason that observed Federal Reserve
behavior more closely resembles the smooth adjustments of equa-
tion (2), which require no such knowledge.

~’~ Recall that the incremental policy rule of equation (2) sug-
gests that the funds rate tends to move only gradually from its
previons level. Because the inflation rate drops innnediately to (or
below) its new target in the flexible h~flation model, this implies an
in’unediate increase in the short-term real rate at the beginning of
the disiuflation. The increase in real rates depresses real activit3,,
yielding a small, but positive sacrifice ratio. Contrast this with the
persistent inflation model, in which inflation falls gradually, but
only because the Fed raises the funds rate so as to increase real rates
and depress real activity. This difference in the evolution of a
disinflation in the two models does not depend on any particnlars of
the specifications.

12 Jatmary/February 1995 New England Economic Review



believe that the Fed would go through with the
measures necessary to lower the inflation rate. These
two hypotheses are addressed in turn below.

Adaptive Expectations

Laurence Ball (1991) has suggested that adaptive
expectations may explain the absence of costless dis-
inflations. The essence of the idea is that, if price-
setters adjust their expectations slowly to changes in
Federal Reserve policy, then their expectations will
impart persistence to the inflation process, even if the
other mechanisms of wage- and price-setting do not.

A common rendering of adaptive expectations
makes the expectation of inflation next period a geo-
metrically declining weighted average of current and
previous inflation rates.~s

i=0

(6)

Imbedding this description of expectations into the
flexible inflation model can, indeed, change the con-
tours of the disinflation sinmlation. If equation (6) is
substituted into equation (1), the result closely resem-
bles a standard "Phillips curve": Inflation depends on
lags of inflation and on the output gap.16

k

~t = 2ai~rt-i + 3~yt¯

Because this model also makes inflation depend on
lags of inflation, it imparts considerable inertia to the
inflation rate. Thus we expect the contours of a disin-
flation to be similar for the flexible inflation/adaptive
expectations model and the persistent inflation mod-
els.

Figure 8 displays the disinflation with adaptive
expectations. Inflation now recedes gradually towards
its new, lower target level, and output falls well below

1~ The classic definition of adaptive expectations makes the
revision in expectations in the current period a function of tlie
expectation error last period: ~’+~ ~ - N’~r-t = ~ (% - N’¢t-~). It can
be shown that this is equivalent to forming expectations as a
geometrica!ly declining ~veighted average of current and past
inflation.

~ The coefficients on lagged inflation would follow the geo-
metric pattern of equation (6). It is more common to use the
unemployment rate, rather than the outpu~ gap, to drive move-
ments in hfflation. In the models discussed here, however, the
output gap and the unemployment rate move one-for-one, so that
the distinction is not important. See Tootell (1994) for descriptions of
standard implementations of the Phillips curve.
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potential for an extended period. The sacrifice ratio
associated with this disinflation is 4.1.17 In fact, the
difference between Figures 8 and 5 is quite small,
suggesting that the persistent inflation model with
rational expectations and the flexible inflation model
with adaptive expectations may be equivalent for all
practical purposes.

Figure 8 also displays the persistence of expected
inflation during the simulation. As the figure shows,
expected inflation declines somewhat more gradually
than actual inflation, as price-setters place significant
weight on past inflation observations in forming their
expectations of subsequent inflation movements.

~7 The value of ~ in this simulation is 0.5. Note that, for the
Phillips model, the total amount of output lost in a disinflation per
point of inflation reduction does not depend on how the disinflation
is conducted, quickly or slowly (it always equals 1/3’). The timing of
output losses can vary, ho~vever, and thus the discounted sum of
output losses will vary across faster or slower disinflations.
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While it is the expectations-formation process that
lends persistence to inflation in this model, if one were
to look at the inflation process that comes from the
model, one would be hard pressed to distinguish
between expectations persistence and contract-de-
rived persistence.

hnperfect Credibility

An implicit assumption in the disinflation simu-
lations conducted above is that price-setters knew that
the Fed was contracting aggregate demand so as to
lower the inflation rate and knew that it would
continue to do so. Thus, price-setters saw the disinfla-
tion as perfectly credible: Policymakers were willing
to inflict the costs of disinflation on the economy in
order to lower the inflation rate. Expecting the real
funds rate to remain high for an extended period, they
bid up the real rates on long-term bonds, wlzich
lowered output below potential and decreased infla-
tion.

The path that inflation and the
output gap follow during
a disinflation would likely
depend upon the ways the

Fed’s and the public’s views
of the economy differed.

The scenario could look quite different if price-
setters did not believe that the Fed would stick to its
disinflationary policy. Three types of imperfect credi-
bility, and their implications for disinflation, are dis-
cussed below. In each case, while the Fed may an-
nounce or begin a disinflationary program, the public
(or some segment thereof) does not believe that the
Fed will carry through with it.

The possibility of regime shifts. In this type of imper-
fect credibility, the Fed begins a disinflation intending
to carry it through to completion. However, the public
believes that there is a significant probability that the
composition of the Federal Open Market Committee
will change before the disinflation is completed. For
example, FOMC members’ terms may be expiring
over the next several years, and the new appointees to
the Conn~nittee could be less committed to the disin-
flation program.

In the silnple framework described above, this
type of imperfect credibility would manifest itself by
an expected path for the federal funds rate that differs
from the expectations implied by the policy rule (2)
or (5). For example, the public might expect that with
probability p, a new regime would dominate the
FOMC at some time t in the future, with a much
smaller emphasis on lowering inflation (much smaller
c%) or with a higher inflation target. If so, then
long-term rates would not rise as much as in the
perfect credibility case, because market participants
would not be certain that short-term rates would
remain elevated for the duration of the announced
disinflation.

What effect would this type of imperfect credibil-
ity have on the path of inflation and output in a
disinflation? If the fear is that the emphasis on infla-
tion will be less than announced, this will not change
the "overshooting" path that inflation follows in the
perfect credibility simulations above. Inflation re-
tained its perfect flexibility regardless of the policy
rule followed in the disinflation simulations, so if the
public believes that, on average, some mix of strong
and weak inflation-fighting policies might obtain, this
will not affect the behavior of inflation or the cost of
disinflating.

If, however, the public expects that at some time
in the future the Fed might raise its inflation target,
this might give rise to quite different ilfflation behav-
ior. The behavior of the economy could be quite
complex to analyze in this case, as it would depend on
how the public reconciled its observations of move-
ments in the funds rate with its expectations based on
an unchanged target, and how the public’s expecta-
tions feed back into the determination of prices.

Different views of the zoorld. Monetary policymakers
~vho ~vish to disinflate will tighten monetary policy,
contract aggregate demand, and lower inflation. How
much they need to tighten and how long it will take
for their actions to affect inflation are not unambigu-
ous. The public may have a different assessment of the
expected effect of a tightening on aggregate demand
and inflation. Observing the Fed’s actions, they may
decide that, given their own assessment of the work-
ings of the economy, the Fed’s actions are not consis-
tent with a falling inflation rate. If so, then they will
find the Fed’s attempts to disinflate not credible.

The implications of differences in economic
frameworks for the outcome of an attempted disinfla-
tion are hard to know a priori. The path that inflation
and the output gap follow during a disinflation would
likely depend upon the ways the Fed’s and the pub-
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lic’s views of the economy differed. As discussed in
the regime shift case above, the dependence of the
public’s actions on its assessment of the impact of the
Fed’s actions, and vice versa, makes it particularly
difficult to sort out the implications of this type of
imperfect credibility. Whether either of tl~ese types of
imperfect credibility can be modeled straightfor-
wardly, and whether they might help the (otherwise)
flexible inflation model match the basic properties of
the data, is an interesting topic for further research.

Cheating. A third type of imperfect credibility is
motivated by the work of Barro and Gordon (1983).
Their work suggests that central banks that are not
precommitted to stabilizing prices will always have
the incentive to "cheat." This "time inconsistency"
argument asserts that central banks under pressure
from the electorate will consistently accept unex-
pected output gains at the cost of increased inflation,
thus building in an inflationary bias. Central banks
that have demonstrated this tendency in the past will
find it difficult to persuade the public that they now
intend to pursue a disinflation. They will have lost
credibility and will have to convince the public by
implementing consistent, pre-announced policy.

This argument seems particularly difficult to ac-
cept given the experience around the world during the
past 15 years. Those who presided over the central
banks of the United States, the United Kingdom,
Germany, and Canada were widely viewed as ex-
tremely credible. Yet all of these countries paid a
significant price for disinflation in lost output, as
documented in Ball (1994). In addition, a recent com-
parison by Debelle and Fischer (1994) shows that the
extremely "hawkish" and credible Bundesbank actu-
ally paid a higher price in lost output in its recent
disi~fflations than many other central banks. It would
seem that tlais motivation for credibility has been put
to the test and found lacking.

IV. Conclusions
How close a resemblance do the simple models of

Section II bear to the models used by forecasters and
policymakers for decision-making? For the broad pat-
terns of inflation and the costs of disinflation, the
simple models mirror the larger models closely.

John B. Taylor maintains a large macroeconomic
model in which price behavior is based on his models
of overlapping wage contracts, which have been pre-
sented here in simplified form as equation (1)J8 Figure
9 (dashed lines) displays the paths of inflation and the
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output gap for Taylor’s disinflation simulation, con-
ducted as in the preceding examples. The path of
inflation and the output gap during the disinflation
are roughly in accord with the simulations from the
small flexible inflation model. Inflation drops rapidly,
falling below its new target level, and then rising to it
from below. The output gap is quite small in compar-
ison to the large gaps for the small persistent inflation
model and for the large persistent inflation model
described below.

The MIT-PENN-SSRC (Social Science Research
Council) or MPS model of the U.S. economy is a large
(about 130 behavioral equations) model designed to
capture the persistence in prices and inflation. Its price
sector is a wage-price Phillips curve in which wage
inflation depends on expected price inflation and

~8 A full description of the model used to produce this simula-
tion may be found in Taylor (1993). The author thanks John
Williams for providh~g the simulation results displayed h~ the
dashed lines in Figure 9.
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unemployment. Expected price inflation is formed
adaptively. Prices move with unit labor costs, the
difference between wages and productivity. Figure 9
(solid lines) displays the path of inflation and the
output gap implied by this model for a disinflation
like those in the preceding figures. The model clearly
shows the same degree of inflation persistence as is
exhibited by the persistent inflation model of equation
(4) or the simplified Phillips curve of equations (6) and
(1). The output loss associated with the disinflation is
considerable; the model implies a sacrifice ratio of 3.6,
compared to about 4 for the other persistent inflation
models. Thus, this carefully designed, highly articu-
lated macro model delivers essentially the same pre-
dictions for a disinflation as the simple persistent
inflation models of this paper. Inflation is persistent,
and disinflation is costly.

There appears to be little doubt that disinflations
have been costly. Broadly speaking, the cost of disin-
flation arises because inflation has been persistent. The

question then turns to why inflation is persistent. This
paper has examined several explanations of inflation’s
persistence, but much work remains in sorting out the
explanation (or combination of explanations) that is
most consistent with the data on prices and inflation.

Determining the source of inflation persistence is
of much more than academic interest. If, for example,
persistence arises through imperfect credibility of the
Federal Reserve, then the Fed should be concerned
about how to improve and maintain its credibility. On
the other hand, if persistence arises because the public
adjusts its expectations slowly to changes in the eco-
nomic environment, or because inflation is inherently
sticky because of the way in which wage and price
contracts are negotiated, then monetary policy has to
bear the costs of disinflation unless these behaviors
change. Thus, the source of inflation persistence may
be a reflection on the behavior of monetary policy-
makers, or it may be completely beyond their control.
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